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SECOND ORDER NECESSARY OPTIMALITY
CONDITIONS IN ONE BOUNDARY CONTROL

PROBLEM
Abstract

In this paper an optimal control problem controlled by boundary conditionand described by a system of the �rst order partial di�erential equations is con-sidered. The second order necessary optimality conditions are found.
In the paper the second order necessary optimality conditions are obtained inone boundary control problem by systems with distributed parameters.1. Assume that in the given domain D = [t0; t1]� [x0; x1] the controlled processis described by the following system of the �rst order partial di�erential equations

zt = f (t; x; z; y) ;
yx = g (t; x; z; y) ; (1)

with the boundary conditions
z (t0; x) = a (x) ; x 2 [x0; x1] ;
y (t; x0) = b (t) ; t 2 [t0; t1] : (2)

Here f (t; x; z; y) (g (t; x; z; y)) is a given n1 (n2)- dimensional vector-functioncontinuous on D � Rn1 � Rn2 together with the partial derivatives on (z; y) up tosecond order, inclusively; b (t) is a given n2 -dimensional vector-function; a (x) is ann1 dimensional vector-function being a solution of the problem
_a (x) = F (x; a (x) ; a (h (x)) ; u (x)) ; x 2 [x0; x1] ;

a (x) = a0 (x) ; x 2 [h (x0) ; x0] ; (3)
where F (x; a; �; u) is a given n1 -dimensional vector-function continuous in [x0; x1]�Rn1�Rn1�Rr together with the partial derivatives on (a; �; u) up to second order,inclusively; h (x) < x is a given continuous di�erentiable scalar fucntion, where_h (x) > 0; a0 (x) is a given continuous initial vector-function, u (x) is r - dimensionalpiecewise continuous vector controlling the e�ects with the values from the givennonempty and bounded set U � Rr, i.e.

u (x) 2 U � Rr; x 2 [x0; x1] : (4)
Such controls are called admissible controls.
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We estimate the quality of the controlled process by the functional

S (u) = ' (z (t0; x1)) + x1R
x0� (z (t1; x) ; x) dx+ t1R

t0G (y (t; x1) ; t) dt: (5)
Here ' (z) is a given twice continuous di�erentiable scalar function in Rn, � (z; x)(G (y; t)) is a given scalar function in Rn1 � [x0; x1] (Rn2 � [t0; t1]) together withpartial derivatives on z (y) up to second order, inclusively.The control u (x) delivering functional (5) the least value in solutions(u (x) ; a (x) ; z (t; x) ; y (t; x)) of systems (1)-(3) at all admissible controls (4) is saidto be optimal.It is assumed that in the considered problem the optimal control exists.2. Let (u (x) ; a (x) ; z (t; x) ; y (t; x)) be �xed admissible process. Assume

H (t; x; z; y; p; q) = p0f (t; x; z; y) + q0g (t; x; z; y) ;
M (x; a; �; u;  ) =  0F (x; a; �; u) ;

Hz [t; x] � Hz (t; x; z (t; x) ; y (t; x) ; p (t; x) ; q (t; x)) ;
Hzz [t; x] � Hzz (t; x; z (t; x) ; y (t; x) ; p (t; x) ; q (t; x)) ;

Ma [x] �Ma (x; a (x) ; a (h (x)) ; u (x) ;  (x)) ;
Maa [x] �Ma (x; a (x) ; a (h (x)) ; u (x) ;  (x)) ;
Mu [x] �Mu (x; a (x) ; a (h (x)) ; u (x) ;  (x)) :

Here p = p (t; x) ; q = q (t; x) ;  =  (x) are vector-functions of adjoint variablesbeing solutions of the following adjoint system
pt = �Hz [t; x] ; qx = �Hy [t; x] ;

p (t1; x) = ��z (z (t1; x) ; x) ; q (t; x1) = �Gy (y (t; x1) ; t) ; (6)
_ (x) = �Ma [x]� _r (x)M� [r (x)]� p (t0; x) ;
 (x1) = �'z (z (t0; x1)) ;  (x) � 0; x > x1:

(7)
Here r (x) is a function inverse to h (x).Using the results of the paper [1] by the scheme from [2] we can show that the�rst and second (in classical sense [2,3]) variations of functional have the followingform, respectively

�1S (u; �u) = �
x1Z
x0
M 0u [x] �u (x) dx; (8)
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�2S (u; �u) = �a (x1)'zz (z (t0; x1)) �a (x1)+
+

x1Z
x0
�z0 (t1; x) �zz (z (t1; x) ; x) �z (t1; x) dx+

+
t1Z
t0
�y0 (t; x1)Gyy (y (t; x1) ; t) �y (t; x1) dt�

�
t1Z
t0

x1Z
x0
��z0 (t; x)Hzz [t; x] �z (t; x)+

+�z0 (t; x)Hzy [t; x] �y (t; x) + �y0 (t; x)Hyz [t; x] �z (t; x)+
+�y0 (t; x)Hyy [t; x] �y (t; x) dxdt� x1R

x0 [�a0 (x)Maa [x] �a (x)+
+�a0 (x)Ma� [x] �a (h (x)) + �a0 (h (x))M�a [x] �a (x)+
+�a0 (h (x))M�� [x] �a (h (x)) + 2�u0 (x)Mua [x] �a (x)+
+2�u0 (x)Mu� [x] �a (h (x)) +�u0 (x)Muu [x] �u (x)� dx: (9)

Here �u (x) 2 Rr; x 2 [x0; x1] is an arbitrary piece-wise continuous and boundedr - dimensional vector function (optimal variation), and (�a (x) ; �z (t; x) ; �y (t; x))is variation of state vector being solution of equation in variation
� _a (x) = Fa [x] �a (x) + F� [x] �a (h (x)) + Fu [x] �u (x) ; x 2 [x0; x1] ;

�a (x) = 0; x 2 [h (x0) ; x0] ; (10)

�zt = fz [t; x] �z + fy [t; x] �y;
�yt = gz [t; x] �z + gy [t; x] �y; (11)

�z (t0; x) = �a (x) ; x 2 [x0; x1]
�y (t; x0) = 0; t 2 [t0; t1] : (12)

Since, by hypothesis, the set U is open, then (see [2,3]) for optimality of thefeasible control u (x) in the considered problem it is necessary that the �rst variationof functional (5) be zero, and the second one be nonnegative, i.e.
x1Z
x0
M 0u [x] �u (x) dx = 0; (13)
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�a0 (x1)'zz (z (t0; x1)) �a (x1) + x1R

x0�z0 (t1; x) �zz (z (t1; x) ; x) �z (t1; x) dx+

+t1R
t0�y0 (t; x1)Gyy (y (t; x1) ; t) �y (t; x1) dt� t1R

t0
x1R
x0 [�z0 (t; x)Hzz [t; x] �z (t; x)+

+�z0 (t; x)Hzy [t; x] �y (t; x) + �y0 (t; x)Hyz [t; x] �z (t; x)+
+�y0 (t; x)Hyy [t; x] �y (t; x) dxdt�

�
x1Z
x0
��a0 (x)Maa [x] �a (x) + �a0 (x)Ma� [x] �a (h (x))+

+�a0 (h (x))M�a [x] �a (x)+
+�a0 (h (x))M�� [x] �a (h (x)) + 2�u0 (x)Mua [x] �a (x)+
+2�u0 (x)Mu� [x] �a (h (x)) + �u0 (x)Muu [x] �u (x)� dx � 0 (14)

for all �u (x) 2 Rr; x 2 [x0; x1].From identity (13) by virtue of arbitrariness of �u (x) it follows.Theorem 1. For optimality of the admissible control u (x) it is necessary that

the relation Mu [�] = 0 (15)
be satis�ed for all � 2 [x0; x1), where � is an arbitrary continuity point of the controlu (x).Relation (15) is the Euler equation [2-4] for the considered problem and repre-sents the �rst order necessary optimality condition.Following for example [2], we call each solution of the Euler equation classicalextremal.Inequality (14) being the second order implicit necessary optimality condition ispractically unapplied. Using this inequality we obtain new second order necessaryoptimality conditions.System (10)-(12) is linear and non-homogeneous. Therefore on the basis of theformulae on integral representations of similar equations (see for ex. [5,6]) we have(comp. with [1])

�a (x) = xZ
x0
R (x; s)Fu [s] �u (s) ds; (16)

�z (t; x) = V11 (t; x; t0; x) �a (x) +
xZ
x0
@V11 (t; x; t0; s)@x �a (s) ds;

�y (t; x) = xZ
x0
@V12 (t; x; t0; s)@t �a (s) ds;

(17)
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where R (x; s) ; Vij (t; x; � ; s) ; i; j = 1; 2 are solutions of the following problems,respectively

Rs (x; s) = �R (x; s)Fa [s]�R (x; r (s))F� [r (s)] _r (s) ;
R (x; x) = E1; R (x; s) = 0; s > x;

@V11 (t; x; � ; s)@� = �V11 (t; x; � ; s) fz [� ; s]� V12 (t; x; � ; s) gz [� ; s] ;
@V12 (t; x; � ; s)@s = �V11 (t; x; � ; s) fy [� ; s]� V12 (t; x; � ; s) gy [� ; s] ;
@V21 (t; x; � ; s)@� = �V21 (t; x; � ; s) fz [� ; s]� V22 (t; x; � ; s) gz [� ; s] ;
@V22 (t; x; � ; s)@� = �V21 (t; x; � ; s) fy [� ; s]� V22 (t; x; � ; s) gy [� ; s] ;

V11 (t; x; � ; s) = E1; V11 (t; x; � ; x) = 0;
V21 (t; x; � ; s) = 0; V22 (t; x; � ; x) = E2

(Ei; i = 1; 2 are unit matrices of the corresponding dimensions).Assume
A (t; x; s) = xZ

s
@V11 (t; x; t0; �)@x R (� ; s) d� + V11 (t; x; t0; x)R (x; s) ; (18)

B (t; x; s) = xZ
s
@V21 (t; x; t0; �)@t R (� ; s) d�: (19)

Using representations (16),(17) and at that allowing for (18),(19) we can trans-form inequality (14) by the scheme from [7,8] in the following form
x1R
x0

x1R
x0�u0 (�)F 0u [� ]L (� ; s)Fu (s) �u (s) dsd� + 2x1Rx0[

x1R
x �u (s) [Mua [s]R (s; x)+

+Mu� [s]R (h (s) ; x)] ds]Fu (x) �u (x) dx+ x1R
x0�u0 (x)Muu [x] �u (x) dx � 0;

(20)

where by de�nition
L (� ; s) = �R0 (x1; �)'zz (z (t0; x1))R (x1; s)�
�

t1Z
t0
B0 (t; x1; �) @G (y (t; x) ; t)@y2 B (t; x1; s) dt+
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+

x1Z
max(�;s)

�R0 (x; �)Maa [x]R (x; s) +R0 (h (x) ; �)M�a [x]R (x; s)+
+R0 (x; �)Ma� [x]R (h (x) ; s) +R0 (h (x) ; �)M�� [x]R (h (x) ; s)�

�A0 (t1; x; �) @2� (z (t1; x) ; x)@z2 A (t1; x; s)+ (21)
+

t1Z
t0
�A0 (t; x; �)Hzz [t; x]A (t; x; s) +A0 (t; x; �)Hzy [t; x]B (t; x; s) +

+B0 (t; x; �)Hyz [t; x]A (t; x; s) +B0 (t; x; �)Hyy [t; x]B (t; x; s)� dt	 dx:
Theorem 2. For optimality of classical extremal u (x) it is necessary that in-

equality (20) be satis�ed for all �u (x) 2 Rr; x 2 [x0; x1].Inequality (20) is fairly general second order necessary optimality condition.The following one is immediate consequence of theorem 2.Corollary 1 (Legandre-Klebsh condition). For optimality of classical ex-

tremal it is necessary that the inequality

� 0Muu [�] � � 0; (22)
is satis�ed for all � 2 Rr and � 2 [x0; x1).We pass to study the case degeneration of Legandre-Klebsh condition.De�nition 1. The classical extremal is said to be singular in classical sense

control if for all � 2 Rr and � 2 [x0; x1)
� 0Muu [�] � = 0: (23)

Let u (x) be singular in classical sense optimal control. We de�ne its specialvariation by the formula
�u (x; ") = mX

i=1�u (x; "; �i; li; �i) ; (24)
where by de�nition

�u (x; "; �i; li; �i) =
8><
>:

�i; x 2 [�i; �i + li")
0; x =2 [�i; �i + li") : (25)

Here m is an arbitrary natural number, li � 0; i = 1;m are arbitrary numbers,�i 2 [x0; x1) �x0 � �1 � �2 � ::: � �� < x1� ; i = 1;m are arbitrary continuitypoints of u (x), " > 0 is a su�ciently small arbitrary number such that �m+ " < x1.
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"Summing" of needle-shaped variations (25) is understood by terms of [9,10].Taking into account (23) with the help of (24), from (20) after some transformationswe obtain
"2
2
4 mX
i=1

mX
j=1lilj�

0iF 0u [�]L ��i; �j�Fu ��j� �j + mX
i=1 li�

0iM 0ua [�i] [liFu [�i] �i+

+2 i�1Xj=1ljR
��i; �j� Fu ��j� �j�+

+2 mX
i=1 li�

0iMua [�i]
0
@ i�1X

j=1ljR
�h (�i) ; �j�Fu ��j� �j

1
A
3
5+ o �"2� � 0:

From the last inequality by virtue of su�cient smallness of " > 0 it followsTheorem 3. For optimality of singular in classical sense control u (x) in prob-

lem (1)-(5) it is necessary that for any natural number m the inequality

mX
i=1

mX
j=1lilj�

0iF 0u [�]L ��i; �j�Fu ��j� �j + mX
i=1 li�

0iM 0ua [�i] [liFu [�i] �i+
+2 i�1Xj=1ljR

��i; �j�Fu ��j� �j + 2 mX
i=1 li�

0iMua [�i]
0
@ i�1X

j=1ljR
�h (�i) ; �j�Fu ��j� �j

1
A � 0

be satis�ed for all li � 0; �i 2 Rr; �i 2 [x0; x1) ; (x0 � �1 � �2 � ::: � �m < x1) ;i = 1;m.Inequality (26) is a multipoint necessary optimality condition of singular controls.From it particularly the analogue of the Gabasov condition [2,11,12] for problem(1)-(5) follows.Theorem 4. Along singular in classical sense optimal control u (x) of the in-

equality � 0 �F 0u [�]L (�; �)Fu [�] +Mua [�i]Fu [�]� � � 0
is satis�ed for all � 2 Rr and � 2 [x0; x1)
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